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QUESTION 1

Which of the following items apply to the two statements here? ?Pre-built templates that comply with the latest
standards and data validation ?Decrease implementation time 

A. Industry Packs 

B. Enterprise Packs 

C. Imported Type Trees 

D. Trees created from scratch 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which product is used to develop and test WebSphere Transformation Extender maps and type trees? 

A. Design Studio 

B. Business Modeler 

C. Integration Developer 

D. Integration Flow Designer 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

When a map target is an XML document, which of the following is always TRUE? 

A. When mapping into a Xerces type tree, the schema must be present at run time. 

B. When mapping into a Xerces type tree, the root element of the schema will be the first component of the Global
choice group. 

C. When mapping into a native XML schema, empty elements will be created for elements with minOccurs=0 when the
rule evaluates to NONE. 

D. When mapping into a native XML schema, namespace references used in the schema will be automatically created
in the output instance document. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which of the following statements about the RUN function is TRUE? 

A. All maps executed via the RUN function must be in the same map source file. 

B. The RUN function can be used to dynamically name source and/or destination files. 

C. The first argument of the RUN function can be the name of a functional or executable map. 

D. All compiled maps executed via the RUN function must be in the same directory as the calling map. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

The following map rule returns the incorrect results; however, the map rule does return the expected results when each
LOOKUP is run independently. =IF(PRESENT(Name:.:AddressFile), LOOKUP(Record:input,Field1
Field:Record:input="aa"), LOOKUP(Record:input,Field1 Field:Record:input="cc")) Why does the rule return the
INCORRECT results? 

A. Both LOOKUPs reference the same series object. 

B. Two LOOKUPs are not allowed in a single map rule. 

C. IF(PRESENT) was used instead of WHEN(PRESENT). 

D. The syntax of the object name Name:.:AddressFile is incorrect. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

A developer is loading the following records into a database: 

The database record has four fields; each field will contain one letter from the file above. The update key in the .MDQ
file is set to the first field of the table. The UPDATE flag is not set on the card but OnFailure->Rollback is set.the table.
The UPDATE flag is not set on the card but OnFailure->Rollback is set. Using the adapter trace shown below, 
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how many record(s) will be inserted into the database? 

A. 0 

B. 1 

C. 2 

D. 3 

E. 4 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 7

The image here shows the group view for an input type tree that defines a purchase order (PO) file: 
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The component rule on the Record component: 

A. selects the last PO record. 

B. identifies the end of the PO file. 

C. counts the number of PO records. 

D. identifies the beginning of a new PO. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Review the following excerpt from a map trace file: 

Which of the following is the MOST LIKELY cause of the error? 

A. The input file contains data not described in the type tree. 

B. The LegacyRecord component was defined with a range of (1:1) instead of (1:s). 

C. The sixth component of LegacyRecord was defined using an incorrect data type. 

D. A component of the LegacyRecord was defined with a range of (1:1) but the data does not appear in the
LegacyRecord. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 9

Which two of the following statements regarding functional maps are TRUE? A functional map: 

A. is like a subroutine. 

B. ignores card adapter settings. 

C. can only be called by an executable map. 

D. must be in the same source file as the executable map that calls it. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Which map setting should be used to create a list of data errors (including error codes and data values) during map
execution? 

A. data audit 

B. input trace 

C. output trace 

D. execution audit 

E. summary trace 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

When building a map, the following build error message is displayed: M111 ERROR: 

LegacyToNew Output: NewOrderRecord:NewSysFile Argument #2 for map F_MakeNewOrderRecord does not match
type of input card #2. 

What action should be taken to resolve the build error? 

A. Move the functional map call to a different output object. 

B. Change the order of the arguments in the functional map call. 

C. Modify input card #2 in the functional map and change the Type. 

D. Use a conversion function in the functional map to change the type of input card #2. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 12

What is the difference between a map called using the RUN function and a functional map? 

A. A map called using the RUN function is a compiled map, a functional map is not. 

B. A map called using the RUN function is referenced by another map through a map rule, a functional map is not 

C. The data sources and target settings are not ignored in a map called using the RUN function, they are ignored in a
functional map. 

D. The definition for a map called using the RUN function does not need to be in the same map source file as the
executable map, the functional map definition does. 

Correct Answer: C 
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